Abstract-Application Layer Multicast (ALM) protocols suffer from delay, throughput and security. To address these all issues, network coding techniques has been introduced. Existing protocols are using either mesh or tree kind of topology structure for data distribution. In these topology structures network coding is too complex. To address this problem, a novel POSET protocol stack has been proposed. It consists of three protocols such as control protocol, poset structure protocol and data distribution protocol. Control protocol controls join, leave and prune operations. Poset protocol forms poset structure using lattices property and distribution protocol consist of finite filed encoding, intermediate encoding and finite field decoding modules. The results have been compared with existing Nice protocol and increases 8.25% of throughput and decreases 33% of delay.
top of a densely connected IP-layer network. The links between nodes can be dynamically created or torn down to construct topologies that are conducive to better network performance.
There are many ALM protocols have been introduced, for example like NICE, ZIGZAG, OMNI, etc., these are not changing the existing network infrastructure; instead, they implement multicasting forwarding functionality exclusively at end-hosts. Thus it can deal with logically created nodes instead of physical nodes [7] . Fig Application layer multicast.
The figure above ( Fig. 1 . [3] ) shows the basic difference between network layer multicasting and application layer multicasting. ALM protocols suffer from the issues like delay stretch, stress, throughput, reliability, Group management, Network management and security [7] . Stress is defined as the number of identical copies of a same data packet traversing the link and stretch is defined as the ratio of the delay along the overlay to the delay of path from source to destination. Lastly, ALM overlay is infamous for being unstable as a result of failure of end hosts or the wilful exit of nodes.
To solve the ALM issues, network coding technique has been introduced [8] . It is mainly used to improve delay, network throughput, resilience to attacks and eavesdropping. It allows Intermediate nodes to encode several packets into a single packet and allows Maximum data transfer rate in single source multicast network.
In this paper we address two issues such as delay and throughput by applying the poset architectural data distribution with network coding technique. The major objectives of this paper are: minimize the link stress on the network topology and maximize the throughput for hard real time application.
A partially ordered set (or poset) formalizes and generalizes the intuitive concept of an ordering, sequencing, or arrangement of the elements of a set. A (non-strict) partial order is a binary relation "≤" over a set P which is antisymmetric, transitive, and reflexive, It consists of a set together with the binary relation that indicates that, for certain pairs of elements in the set, one of the elements precedes the other. This mesh-poset topology structure reduces end-end delay and increases throughput and provides the security.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II,
POSET: Network Coding Multicast in Application Layer
T. Ruso and C. Chellappan describes the related works and explain how different ALM protocols and network coding techniques are working. In Section III, describes proposed the mesh-poset protocol architecture. In Section IV, described modules in proposed system. In section V, simulation setup has been described, in Section VI, discussed performance evaluation and in Section VII, we conclude our work.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
ALM is an implementation of multicasting functionality as an application layer instead of a network layer. While IP Multicast is implemented by network nodes (i.e. Routers) and avoids multiple copies of the same packet on the same link as well as possibly constructing optimal trees, ALM is implemented by application nodes (either end systems or proxies) and results in multiple copies of the same packet on the same link as well as typically constructing non-optimal trees. To solve IP multicast issues like routing, group management, address allocations, authorization and security, QoS, scalability, so many ALM protocol has been introduced. From Table I , we understood that NARADA, CAN, P2P protocols are mesh based and HMTP, LAPTOP, TAG, OMNI, ZIGZAG, NICE, BinCast are tree based protocols. These protocols are only changing the topology structure. Issues of ALM [9] are Delay stretch, Bandwidth, Throughput, Reliability, Security, Group Management Network Management. To address the ALM issues, Network technique has been introduced [10] .
Network Coding [11] generalizes tradition store-and-forward routing techniques by allowing intermediate nodes in networks to encode several received packets into a single coded packet before forwarding. Network coding is done using Coding matrix as follows:
In Network coding [12] , [13] the nodes in a network are allowed to encode the information received from the input links. Specifically, a collection of subsets of links is given, and a wire tapper is allowed to access a link from a collection of links without being able to obtain any information about the message transmitted.
A distributed random linear network coding approach [14] , for transmission and compression of information in general multisource multicast networks is presented. Network nodes independently and randomly select linear mappings from inputs onto output links over some field. Random linear coding performs compression when necessary in a network. Benefits of this approach are decentralized operation and robustness to network changes or link failures. Simulation based approach is implemented using steiner tree algorithm. Fig. 2 illustrates a distributed random linear network coding. X 1 and X 2 are the source processes being multicast to the receivers and the coefficients are randomly chosen elements of a finite field. The label on each link represents the process being transmitted on the link. File distribution via network coding [14] has received a lot of attention lately. However, direct application of network coding may have security problems. In particular, attackers can inject "faked" packets into the file distribution process to slow down the information dispersal or even deplete the network resource. Therefore, content verification is an important and practical issue when network coding is employed. The Content verification done using "HASH AND SIGN TECHNIQUE".Given original data X and a collision-free hash function h, a hash value h( X) is computed, which is then signed by employing a digital signature scheme S with some signing key k, and the signature Sk( h( X)) is published. Problem 1: The total size of the hash values is proportional to the number of blocks, which could be very large. Problem 2: The cryptographic hash function proposed is computationally expensive.
The original m information flows on source side are composed as one group and encoded into n information flows (n>=m) with equal size which are re-encoded and forwarded by the intermediate node [15] . The original information flow could be acquired through the decoding algorithm after destination receives all the packets.
Source side encoding: When information is needed on the source side m numbers g 1 ,g 2 …. g n from a finte field F is randomly selected and they are linearly encoded as below:
Intermediate node re-encoding: Intermediate node stores the encoded message and re-encodes the message with same group label. Suppose the intermediate node receives K encoding information Y 1 , Y 2 ,… Yk, these are re-encoded using encoding factor hi 1 , hi 2 ,… hik where h is the inner product of matrix g and encoding vector matrix k.
Destination side decoding: The m original source information is obtained at the receiver node by finding the product of the above output and encoding matrix inverse. If the received encoding is less than m the information feedback mechanism could inform the upstream node to re-encode and re-forward until the information could be recovered by the destination node.
III. POSET PROTOCOL STACK
In Fig. 3 , POSET protocol stack consist of three major blocks such as Control Protocol, Multicast Tree construction and Multicast content distribution. 
A. Control Protocol
There are three control messages: JOIN, LEAVE and PRUNE. For each node in layer i, messages with adjacent parent node of the multicast tree is periodically exchanged.
B. Multicast Tree/Poset Construction
Every cluster has a representing node called the POSET head which is optimally selected using the delay x bandwidth product. This POSET head looks after the POSET construction based on the product so that weak nodes are not over headed. The tree also varies based on the number of clients which is discussed in detail later. 
IV. MODULE DESCRIPTION
As clearly shown in Fig. 3 , each and every participating node should register in the server before multicasting of information. The Processor and system configuration are analyzed. Collected Metrics are processed. POSET value is assigned. Nodes are arranged using POSET property. Clusters of nodes are formed. Data is then distributed. The modules in our system are listed below:
A. Network Setup
In this project, we deal here with cooperation, unreliable communication and highly dynamic environment. We aim at achieving robustness and tolerance to failure in a setting where agents can be redundant and communication is unreliable. Fig. 4 . POSET architecture。 Fig. 4 , we create a mesh-POSET architecture wherein the participating nodes are arranged in the POSET based on the POSET property. The network is set up in such a way that different POSETs can interact with each other through a common server and each POSET has its own head which co-ordinates the intra-POSET communication.
1) Buffer maintenance
A region of memory is allocated for the buffer which is used to temporarily store the packets from the server while the preceding set of packets are being processed to the destination. The packets are released only after receiving an acknowledgement from the destinations. The buffer adjusts timing by implementing a queue algorithm in memory.
2) POSET property
The POSET property (i.e.) delay x bandwidth product in this case is calculated for every node. It indicates the maximum amount of data that can be handled at a given time. Hence the major advantage of setting up the network based on this property is that only the most efficient and capable (i.e. having highest delay x bandwidth product) node is assigned to do network coding (as it involves more computation). Every time the simulation runs, the POSET property value for each node changes and hence the tree constructs dynamically based on this value.
B. Dynamic Topology Creation
Since the client can give any number of nodes as input, the topology dynamically changes according to the input. For an input of: Less than 8, Ring topology is created Between 8 to 16, A POSET of 8 and Ring for the rest is created Greater than 16, Two POSETs are created
C. Finite Field Encoder
Random linear coding is adopted for network coding scheme. The information codes are grouped and are labelled. The POSET head receives multiple packets from different clusters and stored in a buffer. Based on the constraints of time slot and buffer size, the packets are lined for encoding.
Encoding is done by splitting the input text into suitable size and converting it into MATRIX format. This is then combined with the finite field to produce the encoded matrix. Encoding factor and the group label are also added into head information. As per the above Fig., node 0 does encoding.
D. Network Coder
In the POSET architecture, the encoded packets are multicasted to the connected nodes where network coding takes place. Two packets are collected in all the network coding areas and these are combined using a double-layered misplacement key which is shared only with the receiver.
E. Finite Field Decoder
The network coded packets are separated using the secretly shared key, decoded and then broadcasted to the intended destinations.
V. SIMULATION Poset protocol is simulated by omnet++. The network topologies were developed using OverSim, which is a simulation framework for overlay and P2P networks. The simulator allows collecting data on sent, received packets and the network traffic per node. Table II , shows the simulation parameters. In simulation set up, 500 nodes with different bandwidth, memory and processor speed, have been taken. The end to end delay is calculated while sending fixed size packet (1024 bytes). Delay and bandwidth metrics are used to calculate POSET value. Delay is measured by adding packet delivery delay, propagation delay and route delivery delay. It is typically measured in multiples or fractions of seconds. Delay may differ depending on the type of processing the node does. 
A. Network Setup
In Fig. 5 , each poset consist of seven children nodes and one poset head node. Nodes are arranged by poset value, it is calculated by delay x Bandwidth product. There is a single server, which is used to start the multicast session. Narada is mesh architecture protocol, every node is connected to every other node and hence multiple link transmission and unwanted transmissions occur. But this is better than coded multicast. The proposed POSET architecture is processing two packets at a time, so the delay is obviously decreased compared with both existing protocol.
Throughput: On plotting the packet size on the X axis and Bandwidth Utilization on the Y axis: In Fig. 7 , there is no technique used in existing protocols like NICE and Narada, as contradicting to the traditional methods, network coding combines two or more packets and transmits, hence promoting maximum bandwidth utilization. For the same above reasons, POSET architecture provides a higher throughput.
VII. CONCLUSION
Traditional protocol is used only tree and mesh kind of topology structure for data distribution. In this paper, mesh-poset topology structure has been proposed. In a poset Nodes are arranged by the lattices properties. Poset value is calculated by delay bandwidth product. This mesh-poset topology embedded with network coding technique which is used reduced delay and increases throughput. We have compared and showed our protocol is better than existing protocols.
